Fancourt, South Africa’s leading golf and leisure resort is the ideal spot to base yourself for a few days while exploring
the famous Garden Route. There is certainly no shortage of things to do from the youngest to the oldest at Fancourt
which is why we recommend families “Stay and Play” with us for at least a week. This allows you to base yourself at a
central point on the Garden Route and then opt to either stay on the resort itself and enjoy the many activities and
facilities on offer- or do day trips from George as there are numerous tourist attractions within easy driving distance of
no more than a couple of hours – from exploring the Cango Caves and interacting with orphaned elephants, to sailing
out to the Knysna Heads, sunning yourself on the beach at Heralds Bay or exploring some of the newly emerging wine
estates on the Garden Route.

FANCOURT KIDZ
Fancourt offers a state of the art Leisure Centre, that is equipped for all weather
– with an indoor heated pool and soft play and activities room for cooler
weather where they can enjoy a range of toys, arts and crafts and board games – or a lovely outdoor playground area
with jungle gym and refreshing pool for hot sunny days. The “Fancourt Kidz” Club offers a daily fully-supervised
programme for children aged 3 – 10 years that ensure they have the time of their lives – while parents perhaps relax
on a lounger, head to the spa for a treatment – or enjoy a round of golf on one of Fancourt’s 3 Championship courses.
This club opens at 08h00 and closes at 16h30, with lunch from the Club Lounge (not included) being served between
12h00 and 13h00. Children under 3 years must be accompanied by an adult/babysitter (which can be hired). Children
can also sign up for golf or tennis lessons.

THE TEEN SCENE
Tweens and Teens will love hanging out at the trendy, laidback Teen Lounge
equipped with the latest gaming facilities, table tennis and a pool table. There is
also a mini cinema on the top floor – or Teens can enjoy the high-tech gym with
sauna and dance studio (12 – 14yrs require adult supervision). They will love the freedom of exploring the estate – be
it on mountain bikes or on foot !

DAYS OUT
There are lots of opportunities to experience wildlife on the Garden
Route (without the fear of malaria) such as monkeys at Monkeyland
rehabilitation Park, elephants at the Knysna Elephant Park, Ostriches
in Oudtshoorn and whales and dolphins surfing the ocean from boat
trips. There are two fantastic sandy beaches a short 15 minute drive away from Fancourt at Heralds Bay and Victoria
Bay with “beach bus” shuttles available in season. And all this without the hassles of continuously packing and
unpacking!

HOME FROM HOME
Fancourt offers fantastic two-bedroomed suites designed specifically for
families with separate lounge and dining area. Their one-bedroomed
suites with separate lounge areas are also spacious enough to allow for one or even two small children to share with
their parents on roll out beds at no extra cost.

PAY 2 / STAY 3 NIGHTS OFFER (1 May to 30 September 2019)
The Resort itself offers over 600 hectares of” jaw-droppingly beautiful” space –completely fenced and enclosed so that
you can rest assured that you and your kids can explore our leisure trails (ranging from 2km to 5.5km and even 10km
routes) and play safely … be it on hiking trails or bicycles – or even eco-riders! Facilities include four tennis courts,
indoor heated and outdoor swimming pools at the leisure centre, and Jacuzzis. Guests can hire bicycles, swimming
equipment & fishing equipment on site. The La Cantina restaurant at Fancourt is fabulous for families and children
can even make their own pizzas in a separate section of the restaurant. If parents want a break from the children they
can enjoy the Roman Baths at the Fancourt Spa which do not allow children under 16 years. The Manor House at
Fancourt also has a private pool exclusively for Manor House guests.
For more information visit www.fancourt.co.za and Follow on Twitter on @FANCOURTSA or contact fancourt on +44
804 0010 or email reservations@fancourt.co.za.
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